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UCLA Violence Study, alleged CIA control LEAP. (Justice ainpt bad enough?): listened to tape 
tonight. Thanks. frightening. The reference to use of drugs in Md. is to Montgomery CoutjrY. 
I think they used ohenobarb on the over-atcive kids. Luite a controversy several years ago 
but relatively quiet. since. Dor whatever it may be worth, that county's police dept. is one 
that got CIA training. I got a description of one thing used in thecourse that breaks up 
the official explanation: Zapruder film! Basically these people are right about LE AA. It 
has been up to much anti-democratic stuff. I did see two stories on that New York de-
programming deal. They did not make sense. Nor does the assassination of the leader of so 
insignificant a group. The CIA does seem to have considerable interest in the pscyhological, 
as to a lesser degree OSS also did. Think Lesar may be interested. I'll let him have cassette 
when I see him Tuesday...Caught up on all clips sent plus today's WxPost and NYTimes while 
awaiting I'll the Overtimer and after supper...That Moorer-Kissinger,  bit is a monstrosity if 
it is only what has been alleged* It may well be more and worse... y memory isn t what it used 
to be but I am clear on my stunned reaction on hearing all those exclusives on early a.m. 
news, beginning somewhere around 4- 4:50 a.m. Only DOD or WE could do this delicate orchestra-
ting. DOD fumbling see= to eliminate it...Did GL want to "prove" that there was this big 
national-security deal? Well, I can t see any security breach. telling secrets, yeah. But 
only those with highest classifications saw. None of the accounts say who did the tapping. 
Today s Post says there were these other FBI taps. Still gaps and areas doubts...Hoppe his 
usual great. Gives a lift...Story on the Nixon "gift" San C cute. The escape hatches are 
more visible since the coining of the new meaning for "inoBerative." The sole claim iv 
that no short-term  deduction will be taken in 1974 (only).  D. is too busy to ask her, but 
I would imagine he could refile or income-average later. That is, IF he does it. If his 
lawyers haven t had time to draft a simple contract or deed, his intentions are "perfectly 
clear." HW 1725/74 


